


Viscous Liquid Filling Machine

A maximum speed of 120 bottles per 
minute can be filled by the automatic six-
head volumetric liquid bottle-filling 
machine. Bottle diameter, bottle height, 
bottleneck size, and fill volume all affect 
how well a bottle-filling machine performs. 
Completely stainless steel finished 
machine construction, including the 
machine frame. For smoother operation, 
the machine has optional turn tables at the 
infeed and outfeed that have individual 
drives to match the pace of the bottles 
coming in and going out. All components 
that will come into touch with liquids are 
constructed from SS 316 materials.

We specialize in providing specialized viscous filling equipment that may be 
used to melt down different goods including balm, hot balm, wax, lip balm, and 
cream to fill them.


We offer equipment for filling paint buckets and other types of containers with 
viscous and semi-viscous fluids. The machines are of the rationally designed auto 
piston kind. Our machines are well-liked because they deliver noiseless heavy-
duty performance and are cost-effective. It can be used as an automatic gel filler, 
automatic cream filler, automatic sauce filler, automatic solvent filler, automatic 
water paint filler, and automatic wall paint filler.
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Capping Machine

The Automatic Screw cap sealing machine 
has a height-adjustable adjustment 
system and is adaptable and self-
supporting on a stainless steel leg. The 
machine is precisely constructed on a 
strong, welded steel frame that is entirely 
covered in stainless steel sheeting. Doors 
have been included to make servicing the 
machine simpler. 

Our automatic capping machines include automatic screw capping machine,  
automatic screw capping machine with elevator, automatic ropp capping machine, 
automatic inner and outer capping machine, induction seal capping machine, 
automatic pneumatic operation linear capping machine, automatic crown capping 
machine, automatic screw cap sealing machine, automatic lug capping machine, 
automatic multi-head screw capping machine, automatic spindle capping 
machine, and automatic multi-head lug capping machine.

Our cap-sealing machines are customizable according to the size needed as 
well it is proficient to connect to a liquid filling machine that ends up connecting 
it to a complete process machine.
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Labelling Machine

Other few machines & Accessories :

One of the most user-friendly machines is the Automatic Sticker Labelling 
Machine. The device is used to fully or partially wrap labels around various-sized 
spherical containers. The automatic type has a roller spacing system, making it 
easy to operate and requiring no additional parts.

 Turntabl
 Linear Volumetric liquid filling machin
 Inner Plug Pressing Machine(Belt Pressing Type
 Inner Plug Pressing Machine(Bunking Type
 Auto Cap Tightening Machin
 On-line Induction Wad Sealing machin
 Inkjet Printe
 Automatic Sticker Labelling machin
 Rotary Pesticide filling machin
 Paraquat Filling machin
 SC Filling Machine
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